Working together, we achieve more

Robert Walker, Manager of London Portfolio Operations: Global projects are common place within our organization. We’re a very diverse business, so how do we create that collaborative team approach? In my role, in operations, we’re in the hub of a lot of what the organization does. So, we’re able to see upstream what happens in the business process as well as downstream and how that all links together. So we’re fortunate, I’m fortunate in my role to the investment teams and the dealers from an idea through to execution coming through to my group in terms of confirmation and settlements and transactions and then through to technology groups and downstream consumers of date.

I certainly see within my group how working together we achieve more to achieve the objectives of the company each day, but I think it’s even wider than that in seeing what happens throughout the whole business and at some point see some of the results so we see the strength of the company and how we move forward to progress and become even stronger.